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Basic game info & Initial ideas  

Game Title: Turnip Pageant 

Game Type: Card/Board Game 

Initial ideas: 

Upon receiving the project outline at the beginning of the year, I very quickly understood what 

kind of game I wanted to make. I thought about Small World by Philippe Keyaerts and its day/night 

cycle. I thought of Mafia, the famous and timeless social deduction game. I also chewed on farm 

simulators like Natsume’s Harvest Moon and Rune Factory. 

 

First concept of turnip pageant along with working names 
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Formal proposition 

Development from this point onward has been a constant battle of getting the original concept 

to work on paper. 
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Story: 

Box Story Introduction: 

Due to payroll concerns, Corrupt Angency™ is downsizing. To determine who survives stays for the next crop 
season, a best in show competition will be held! All competitors are expected to produce the best possible crop to be 

presented to the Overlord at the end of the growing season on . 

 

Acceptable crops for the competition may include but are not limited to: Turnips, pumpkins, cabbages, turnips, 
carrots, onions, and turnips. Illegal crops (Werewolves, Dragons, Minotaur, Ogres, Unicorns, etc) are banned and 

will be confiscated by secret police. Attempts to assassinate the Overlord are also banned and will result in ███ 

 

Welcome hard-working slaves farmers to the grand opening of the first ever Turnip Pageant! 

 

TIRED OF YOUR CRUEL OVERLORDS? SABOTAGE THE TURNIP PAGEANT! 

REVOLT AGAINST THE OVERLORD! RAISE A MONSTER INSTEAD OF DREADED TURNIPS! 

FIGHT THE SYSTEM WITH CLAWS, TEETH, AND FISTS! VIVE LA RÉSISTANCE! 

Mechanics & Materials:  

Card Deck:  

Card Sleeves x4 

For Monster/Crop collections 

Monster/Crop (Blue) x4 

Turnip x1 

Burrow ability card x1 

Rejuvenate ability card x1 

Dig x1 

Cabbage x1 

Duplicate x1 

Restart x1 

Big Rejuvenate x1 

Werewolf x1 

Small Slam x1 
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Tackle x1 

Maul x1 

Ogre x1 

Big Slam x1 

Onion disguise x1 

Soak x1 

Offense (Red) x20 

Bridge x5 

Ladder x4 

Parachute x1 

Gun x5 

Body Armor x5 

Defense (Yellow) x20 

Guard Dog x4 

Fence x5 

Moat x4 

Moat + sharks with lasers x1 

Clever disguise x2 

Wheelbarrow x4 

Minor Crops (Green) x20 

High Quality Feed x3 

Average Feed x5 

Crocodile Tears x1 

Onion x2 

Carrot x5 

Pumpkin x4 

Utility/Trick (Black) x15 

Pumpkin Bomb x7 (Playtesting says 7 is way too many!!) 

Steal x4 

Common Sense x3 
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Spinach x1  

Game Mats x4, 6 garden plots on each 

Privacy Screen x4 

Description: 

Turnip Pageant is a zany farm simulator card game where 2-4 players must manage resources to 

raise a crop or monster to full 100 health and maintain that max health until the pageant/endgame. 

Winner is whoever has the highest health at the pageant. Players decide whether they focus on defense 

or offense and choose cards during the day cycle. At night, players will be invaded by opposing players 

and engage in card duels to protect their investments. It is in each player’s best interest to sabotage 

other players.  

 

Pettiness maximizes chances to win. 

Players pick which crop/monster they want at the beginning of the game, thus adding strategy; 

invest in a hearty ogre that is sure to last a long time? Or cabbage which relies on its ability to start over 

with little cost if damaged? Or focus on offense and choose the werewolf with high damage in exchange 

for little staying power?  

Gameplay: 

Game Start (Dawn of the first day): 

Players each set up their farms: one game mat & one game screen for each player. This is based 

off the DM privacy screen from Dungeons and Dragons because it serves well to preserve secrecy. When 

a player is invaded the screen is lifted to allow invaders to see.  
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Game mat and the privacy screen 

 

The screen also includes a simple pocket in the inside face to store unlockable cards for each 

crop/monster. This was chosen because it would be incredibly easy to accidentally reveal crop/monster 

by forgetting your hand in plain sight.  

 

Ogre unlockables in pouch 

Players take turns choosing which crop or monster they want. Each comes in a sleeve which 

holds the monster/crop card’s three unique unlockable abilities. Each ability unlocks at different health 

thresholds; 20 hp, 50 hp, and 80 hp. These are kept indefinitely by the player but can only be used if the 

crop/monster maintains the requisite health.  
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The four choices (currently) 

Then the players have 5 cards per day to choose from each deck as they please: yellow defense 

cards, red attack cards, green growth cards, and black trick cards. EG: A player during the day can 

choose to take three defense cards and two growth cards during their day cycle. Then players can 

choose to arrange their cards on each garden plot.  

 

 

Cards that are not applicable (such as trick cards) are kept in the players hand since they are not a physical entity.  
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It is important to maintain secrecy; cards must be laid facedown at night except defense cards 

Night Cycle: 

Players can use attack cards and trick cards to sabotage other players. This plays out as a card 

duel between cards that negate each other, trick cards, and lastly damage cards.  

 

Trick Cards 
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Attack Cards 

 

An example card duel; Clementine had the necessary red attack cards to penetrate Jack’s yellow defense to place a pumpkin 

bomb on the plot, damaging Jack’s werewolf 

Crops: 

Minor crops are planted on a plot and must be rotated ninety degrees each day cycle. Once a 

full 360 turn is completed the crop is count as fully grown and can be used. The clock on the card 

indicates how many 360 turns must be completed to grow fully. Crops and minor crops cannot be 

moved willy-nilly from plot to plot; to move a plant a player must use a wheelbarrow card.  
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Minor Crops 

 

A full minor crop rotation. Fertilizers used on minor crops can shorten the grow time. 

Development:  

The Struggle: 

The main thing I’ve noticed throughout working on this game is how I’ve spent a lot of energy 

going back and forth with the original idea I had. Richard helped immensely with making my game and 

understanding what drafting for a game looks like. 
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I didn’t even know writing out how many of each card was an important part of drafting. 

At first I tried removing the concept of having one golden egg that the players invested in. 

Instead I tried to have multiple monsters that can be used as defenses. This seemed make the game lose 

its point and its win state. So, I brought main investment crops/monsters back. The same thing 

happened with the win-state competition aspect.  

 

 

The social deduction aspect and calling police was removed entirely. 

 

Richard being awesome and helping with mechanics 
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I also struggled with how card acquisition happens in gameplay; the original idea was allotted 

number of cards per day but that seemed too simple. I briefly toyed with having currency but in all 

honesty, I despise money in games. I’ve removed currency and gone back to the original idea. 

 

A removed card, initial money ideas 

Adding in the crop rotation timer was a huge part of making my game work and removed a lot 

of my setbacks. 

 

Initial blank cards 
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Lots of early ideas, lots of blank or filler values 
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Finally had some numbers! Thought about whether to have 3 or 4 ability cards. Decided on 3 

 

Final examples of cards and their values 

Later Additions 

• Making the monster cards laminated so wet-erase hp values can be written on card itself 

instead of on notepad. 

• Maybe add in a slider on the inside of privacy screen to easier keep track of monster health 

• Adding in Farmer cards. 

• Adding in more monster/crop cards (too easy to see who has what card in beginning) 

• Make Ogre onion card indistinguishable from other onion cards 

• Add in more cards in general 

• Streamline card shuffling and decks, make different decks easier to differentiate and draw from. 
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• Make each card unique and zany 

• Remove the sheer number of pumpkin bombs—too many!!  

• Make it easier to duel; requires a lot of different components to do anything 

• Make it easier to upgrade health—too hard to get over 10 health 

• Make privacy screens shorter—too tall 

• Add in SmallWorld style artwork, make pieces pretty 

• Figure out how long the game should last????  

• Generally work out the clunkiness of gameplay; very hard to progress as is 

Marketing 

One of the strongest features in my game is how bizarre it is. I think that just from the sheer 

absurdity of seeing a game named Turnip Pageant is gripping all on its own, doubly so because there is a 

werewolf on the cover wearing a dress. People will be immediately interested from sheer “What the 

Frick?” Otherwise I plan to sell TP on Etsy and at Cons and other such nerd gatherings. The game on Etsy 

will likely be made to order along with a small personal bulk I bring to Cons to sell. There is no target 

audience; anyone would be able to play this game at any age.  
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